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But the Lord is faithful. He will establish you and guard you against the evil one.
–2 Thessalonians 3:3
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Deliverance Made Simple

Jesus has given you power and authority over the works of the devil! The question: Why don’t more Christians actually live in this victory?

Stephen Beauchamp provides a go-to guide that shows all Christians how to set people free from demons. Even though deliverance has been a misunderstood and confused topic, Power to Deliver shows you how to practically operate God’s supernatural power and experience victorious spiritual warfare in your everyday life!

You will be equipped with powerful, Bible-based tools to:

- Identify several ways that demons can enter into people’s lives
- Recognize and confront the different levels of demonic possession
- Overcome the powers of darkness through boldness in Christ
- Help bring freedom to your family, friends, and others who are tormented by the enemy

Every Christian has been authorized to do the works of Jesus. Get ready to live a life of breakthrough, miracles, and victory as you release God’s power to deliver those in bondage!
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